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Abstract
This project contains a transcription of J. S. Bach’s Fantasia in G Major, BWV 572 for
wind band. The dissertation project includes documentation regarding the transcription process,
as well as historical background and references for Bach and his organs, a brief primer on organ
mechanics, a review of two previous, partial transcriptions of the original work, and a discussion
on organ technique and its relationship with the wind band. Analyses of the previous
transcriptions, along with the original work, are presented to both contextualize the transcription
process and differentiate the resulting musical work.
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Chapter I
Introduction
From the days of Johann Wendt’s Classical wind chamber music transcriptions of
Mozart’s operas1 to the nascent stages of the concert band,2 transcriptions for winds have a rich
history in lineage of wind band music, such as Pines of Rome, Symphonic Dances from West Side
Story, and Elsa’s Procession to the Cathedral, to name a few. Since the days of John Philip
Sousa and Patrick S. Gilmore, transcriptions have been a core part of concert programs
performed across the nation.3 Early bandmasters may have used these transcriptions to fill out
performances during the days of limited repertoire exclusively written for the wind band.
Modern arrangers have continued the tradition but now seek to create renditions of the original
that utilize the expansive color palette found only in the wind band.
The music of Johann Sebastian Bach has been fertile ground for a large number of
published wind transcriptions, as well as possibly countless more unpublished reimaginings.
Many of Bach’s prominent works have been set for the wind band by a variety of accomplished
arrangers. Gustav Holst, one of the most important early composers for the concert band, penned
Fugue à la Gigue, which was an arrangement of Organ Fugue in G Major, BWV 577, in 1928.
Alfred Reed arranged Come, Sweet Death (Komm', süsser Tod, BWV 492) for the concert band
in 1976. The Art of the Fugue, BWV 1080 was set for wind band by Kenneth Amis in 2004.
Of particular interest to arrangers have been the organ works of J.S. Bach, perhaps
because both the organ and wind band share a wide spectrum of timbral possibilities. One such
Stephen L Rhodes, “Harmoniemusik and the Classical Wind Band,” A History of the Wind Band, September 1,
2020, https://ww2.lipscomb.edu/windbandhistory/RhodesWindBand _04_Classical.htm.
1

Stephen L Rhodes, “The Nineteenth-Century American Wind Band,” A History of the Wind Band, September 1,
2020. https://ww2.lipscomb.edu/windbandhistory/rhodeswindband _06_19thcenturyamerican.htm.
2

3

Ibid.

1

work is Bach’s Fantasia in G Major, BWV 572, originally written for organ. Fantasia in G
Major has been transcribed for wind band in two published versions: Richard Franko Goldman
and Robert L. Leist’s 1960 transcription and John Boyd’s 1985 transcription. Both of these
works have only transcribed the middle section of the original work and are similar in scope. I
have written a new transcription of Bach’s Fantasia in G that sets the entire work for wind band
while also scoring the work in a way that reflects the presence of all three sections in its
orchestrational narrative.
Background
The music of Bach has continued to be a source of inspiration for wind bands with a large
number of published transcriptions regularly performed each year. Early transcriptions date back
to Gustav Holst’s Fugue in G Minor (“Little”), BWV 578 as well as Percy Grainger’s
transcriptions of Bach chorales.4 New transcriptions are being written regularly. such as Prelude
and Fugue in D major, set by Branden Steinmetz in 2018, and Fugue in E-flat Major, set by
John T. Abrams and J. Benjamin Jones in 2019. The color palette provided by wind
instrumentation has proven ripe for reimagining the sound of both Bach’s organ and non-organ
works. According to the 2018-2020 CBDNA Reports, which are collections of collegiate concert
programs submitted by universities and colleges across the country, forty-nine Bach
transcriptions have been performed in that same time period.5 This number does not include the
performances not documented in the CBDNA Report along with performances by community
bands, high school concert bands, marching bands, and drum corps.

James L. Montgomery, “Application of Baroque Organ Articulation Concepts to a Wind-Band Transcription of J.
S. Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in D Minor, BWV 565,” Master’s thesis, (California State University, 2000), 2.
4

Scott Hanna, “The CBDNA Report,” CBDNA, November 15, 2020, https://www.cbdna.org/about/the-cbdnareport/.
5
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Table 1. Performances of Bach transcriptions per CBDNA Report 2018-2020.
Piece:

Arranger

School

Ensemble

Date

Komm, süßer Tod, BWV 478

Alfred Reed

University of Texas

Wind Symphony

February 23,
2020

Komm, süßer Tod, BWV 478

Alfred Reed

Columbus State

Wind Orchestra

February 19,
2020

Who Puts His Trust in God Most Just

James Croft

Concordia University Chicago

Wind Symphony

Spring Tour

O Mensch, bewein dein Sünde groß

Percy Grainger

Cal Poly Ponoma University

Wind Ensemble

December 5,
2018

Fantasia in G Major

R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist Sonoma State University

Symphonic Wind
Ensemble

March 6-8, 2019

Little Fugue

Ronald Romm & Calvin
Custer

University of Hawai'i at Mānoa

Symphonic Band

February 24,
2019

Who Puts His Trust in God Most Just

James Croft

Concordia University Chicago

Wind Symphony

March 8-17, 2019

Fantasia in G Major

R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist North Central College

Symphony Band

March 7, 2019

Fantasia and Fugue in C Minor

Donald Hunsberger

Indiana University

Wind Ensemble

September 25,
2018

Sheep May Safely Graze

Alfred Reed

Bob Jones University

Symphonic Wind
Band

April 14, 2018

Fantasia in G Major

R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist Bob Jones University

Symphonic Wind
Band

February 9, 2019

Toccata and Fugue in D minor, BWV 565

Erik Leidzen

McLennan College

Concert Band

October 31, 2018

Prelude and Fugue in C minor

Edward W. Volz

University of Washington

Symphonic Band

December 6,
2018

Toccata & Fugue in D minor

Ryan Nowlin

West Virginia University

Wind Symphony

September 24,
2018

Fantasia in G Major

R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist University of Iowa

Concert Band

April 8, 2019

Break Forth O Beauteous Heavenly Light

David Biedenbender

University of Iowa

Concert Band

October 4, 2018

Prelude and Fugue in D Major, BWV 532

Branden Steinmetz

Michigan State University

Wind Symphony

December 2,
2018

Fugue à la Gigue

Gustav Holst

Michigan State University

Symphony Band

April 23, 2019

Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring

Erik Leidzen

University of Michigan

Concert Band

March 20, 2019

Fantasia and Fugue in C minor

Edward Elgar, Timothy
Topolewski

University of Michigan

Symphony Band

November 16,
2018

Fugue à la Gigue

Gustav Holst

University of Missouri-Kansas City
Conservatory

Wind Ensemble

April 24, 2019

Fantasia in G Major

John Boyd

University of Missouri-Kansas City
Conservatory

Wind Ensemble

April 24, 2019

My Jesus, Oh What Anguish

Alfred Reed

Temple University

Wind Symphony

November 28,
2018

Toccata and Fugue in D minor, BWV 565

Donald Hunsberger

Temple University

Wind Symphony

February 20,
2019

My Jesus, Oh What Anguish

Alfred Reed

Temple University

Wind Symphony

April 6, 2019

Fantasia in G Major

R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist University of Texas

Symphony Band

April 10, 2019

3

Table 1. Performances of Bach transcriptions per CBDNA Report 2018-2020 (Continued).
Piece:

Arranger

School

Ensemble

Date

Canon Perpetuus from Ein Musikalisches
Opfer

Brian Coffill

Randolph-Macon College

Randolph-Macon
Ensemble

March 27, 2019

Who Puts His Trust in God Most Just

James Croft

Concordia University Chicago

Wind Symphony

November 1-3, 8,
2019

Fantasia in G Major

R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist Millikin University

Symphonic Wind
Ensemble

October 13, 2019

Wind Symphony

September 29,
2019

Passacaglia and Fugue in C minor, BWV
582

University of Missouri-Kansas City
Conservatory

Donald Hunsberger

Fantasia in G Major

University of Cincinnati CollegeR. F. Goldman & R. L Leist Conservatory of Music

Wind Ensemble

November 20,
2019

Prelude and Fugue in B-flat Major

Roland Moehlmann

Symphonic Wind
Ensemble

October 27, 2019

Fantasia in G Major

R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist Texas Woman's University

University Band

March 1, 2019

Toccata & Fugue in D minor

Donald Hunsberger

University of North Texas

Wind Orchestra

October 31, 2019

Chorale Prelude: O Mensch, Bewein’ Dein’
Sünde Gross

Percy Grainger

University of North Texas

University Band

November 6,
2019

Fugue in G Minor (Little Fugue), BWV 578

Yoshihiro Kimura

University of North Texas

University Band

November 6,
2019

A Mighty Fortress is Our God

Anthony O'Toole

University of Arizona

Wind Ensemble

November 2017

My Jesus, Oh What Anguish

Alfred Reed

Concordia University Chicago

Wind Symphony

Spring Tour

Fugue in G Minor

Yoshihiro Kimura

Indiana University

Wind Ensemble

April 15, 2018

Komm, süßer Tod, BWV 478.

Alfred Reed

University of South Alabama

Symphony Band

February 26,
2018

Passacaglia and Fugue in C minor, BWV
582

Donald Hunsberger

San Jose State University

Wind Ensemble

October 26, 2017

Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring

Alfred Reed

Santa Clara University

Wind Ensemble

June 7, 2018

Fantasia and Fugue in G minor

John Boyd

Furman University

Symphonic Winds

April 13, 2018

Fugue à la Gigue

Gustav Holst

Belmont University

Wind Ensemble

October 6, 2017

Fantasia in C

Jordan Sterk

Liberty University

Wind Symphony

May 5, 2018

Prelude and Fugue in B-flat Major

Roland Moehlmann

University of South Alabama

Wind Ensemble

November 6,
2018

Who Puts His Trust in God Most Just

James Croft

Concordia University Chicago

Wind Symphony

Fall Tour

Prelude in B-flat Major

Roland Moehlmann

Columbus State Community College

Concert Band

May 1, 2018

Prelude and Fugue in G Minor

Roland Moehlmann

Shenandoah Conservatory

Wind Ensemble

September 22,
2018

University of Charleston

Need for Study
As demonstrated above, interest abounds among conductors wishing to play the works of
Bach in the medium of wind band. Fantasia in G Major, BWV 572 presents an interesting
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opportunity for study and further transcription. In Kent Kennan and Donald Grantham’s work,
The Technique of Orchestration, the authors posit that the art of orchestration requires “a valid
reason to transcribe a particular work.”6 Both of the preexisting arrangements leave an
incomplete vision of the original work. The artistry of modern wind bands allows performers to
realize the remainder of the fantasia’s technical demands in the outer sections.
Richard Franko Goldman and Robert L. Leist’s arrangement was composed in 1957 and
published in 1960 by Theodore Presser, and has received numerous performances since its
inception. The Boyd transcription was published in 1985 by Ludwig Masters. This version is less
well-known and not performed nearly as often. According to the CBDNA Reports from 20152020,7 Boyd's version has only been performed twice as opposed to the Goldman/Leist
transcription, which has received twenty-two documented performances. The Boyd transcription
is currently out of print with scores left being scarce, which could play a factor into its
diminished popularity. Recordings are available, and upon a cursory listen, prospective
conductors will find that Boyd’s version is similar to Goldman and Leist’s scope of only setting
the middle section of the original work. A full analysis of both versions is offered later in this
document.
Table 2. Comparison of performances CBDNA Reports 2015-2020.
Piece:

Arranger

School

Ensemble

Date

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

Sonoma State University

Symphonic Wind Ensemble

March 6-8, 2019

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

North Central College

Symphony Band

March 7, 2019

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

Bob Jones University

Symphonic Wind Band

February 9, 2019

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

University of Iowa

Concert Band

April 8, 2019

6

Kent Kennan and Donald Grantham, The Technique of Orchestration, 5th ed. (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice
Hall, 1996), 667.
Scott Hanna, “The CBDNA Report,” CBDNA, November 15, 2020, https://www.cbdna.org/about/the-cbdnareport/.
7
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Table 2. Comparison of performances CBDNA Reports 2015-2020 (Continued).
Piece:

Arranger

School

Ensemble

Date

Fantasia in G Major John Boyd

University of Missouri-Kansas City Conservatory

Wind Ensemble

April 24, 2019

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

University of Texas

Symphony Band

April 10, 2019

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

Millikin University

Symphonic Wind Ensemble

October 13, 2019

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music

Wind Ensemble

November 20, 2019

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

Texas Woman's University

University Band

March 1, 2019

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

Central Michigan University

Symphonic Wind Ensemble

October 18, 2016

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

University of Kansas

Symphonic Band

November 30, 2016

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

University of Maryland

Wind Ensemble

April 28, 2017

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

McLennan College

Wind Ensemble

November 17, 2016

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

University of Nebraska at Omaha

Symphonic Wind Ensemble

March 1, 2016

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

University of Nebraska at Omaha

Symphonic Wind Ensemble

March 5, 2016

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

University of Texas

Symphony Band

April 4, 2016

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

University of Texas Arlington

Wind Symphony

April 29, 2016

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

Carthage College

Wind Orchestra

March 17, 2016

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

University of Connecticut

Symphonic Band

November 20, 2014

Fantasia in G Major John Boyd

Indiana University

Wind Ensemble

November 11, 2014

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

Appalachian State University

Wind Ensemble

February 26, 2015

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

University of Oklahoma

Symphony Band

March 2, 2015

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

Florida Atlantic University

Wind Ensemble

October 8, 2014

Fantasia in G Major R. F. Goldman & R. L Leist

Georgia State University

Symphonic Wind Ensemble

March 2, 2015

The information reflected in the chart clearly demonstrates that Bach’s Fantasia in G
remains a staple of the concert band repertoire. It is consistently played by bands of superior
quality. In the spirit of the wind band’s history with transcriptions (and specifically transcriptions
of Bach’s music) a new version of Fantasia in G Major continues this living art with the
prospect of not only completing the work but using the rich tapestry of color in the ensemble to
evoke new sounds.

6

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this essay provides historical context and background on the life of
Johann Sebastian Bach and his organs (as related to Fantasia in G Major, BWV572), including a
brief history and explanation of the mechanics involved. Full analyses of both the Goldman/Leist
and Boyd arrangements will be offered along with analyses on the missing sections to be
included in the new transcription. Informed justification will be given for musical choices
including, but not limited to, scoring and articulation.
Limitations
Due to the nature of Bach’s music being in the public domain, it is impossible to
accurately know how many unpublished arrangements might exist for both cataloging wind band
transcriptions of his organ music for historical review and context as well as specifically for
Fantasia in G Major. This project will only focus on published arrangements of BWV 572 for
the purposes of study.
A full score for the Goldman/Leist arrangement does not technically exist. For the
purposes of study and discussion, the author has constructed a full score consisting of
transliterations directly from the parts as published into my score using a notation software. This
score has not been edited for the purposes of this study, despite the numerous issues that
presented themselves during this process with regard to consistency of dynamics, articulation,
and phrasing. This score will only provide a more usable realization of the scoring than the
published condensed score normally allows.
The Boyd version of Fantasia in G Major is out of print. Likewise, other published wind
band transcriptions of Bach’s music are also out of print. There are no options to buy many of
these scores, however it is possible that some of the scores could be borrowed from others. In

7

ascertaining the prominence of some of these works, their lack of availability may greatly skew
the frequency of their performances and popularity among conductors when deciding whether or
not to program them on concerts. Readers of this document who are interested in the Boyd
arrangement may find it most problematic to obtain a copy until it returns to print.

8

Chapter 2
Historical Context
Brief History of the Composer
Born in Eisenach in 1685 to father Johann Ambrosius Bach and mother Maria Elisabeth
Lämmerhirt, Johann Sebastian Bach was one of the most important musicians in the Baroque era
and arguably all of Western musical history.1 His family line, including his father, consisted of
musicians and composers and set Bach on the path to his musical genius and career. When he
was orphaned at the age of ten, Bach lived with his elder brother Johann Christoph Bach and
later continued his musical training in Lüneburg at the Michaeliskirche (St. Michael’s Church
and school). During his time at the school, Bach received training in voice but, probably due to
adolescence, switched his focus to violin and harpsichord.2
The organs in the area needed constant adjusting, and scholars believe that Bach may
have been taught or at the very least gained knowledge regarding the intricacies of organ
construction and maintenance from the local technicians and organists. Bach also most likely
took influence from Georg Böhm, the organist at the nearby Johanniskirche (St. John’s Church),
and according to many scholars served as Bach’s most important organ teacher by this time.3
In January 1703, after graduating school, Bach was appointed as a court musician in the
chapel of Duke Johann Ernst III in Weimar, where his reputation as a keyboardist grew. In fact,
despite only being the young age of eighteen, Bach’s stature as an organist and his familiarity
with the mechanics of the instrument resulted in the invitation to inspect the new organ and to

1

Christoph Wolff and Walter Emery, "Bach, Johann Sebastian," Grove Music Online, 2001, accessed 2 Feb. 2021,
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-6002278195.
2

Ibid.

3

Ibid.

9

give the inaugural recital at the Neue Kirche (New Church) in Arnstadt. Later in August of 1703,
Bach was hired as the organist at Neue Kirche, where he had access to the new organ that had a
wider range of keys to be played than previous instruments.4
Bach’s time in Arnstadt did not last long, as he grew restless with the quality of students
and musicians in the area. His light duties left him plenty of time for organ playing and
composing, but elaborate music was beyond the talents of those in his charge. Bach’s frustration
led to altercations with students and musicians, most notably calling one of them a “Zippel
Fagottist” (a nanny-goat bassoonist). Another student, by the name of Geyersbach, attacked
Bach with a stick.5 The charged atmosphere resulted in a brief leave of absence, which turned
into an extended leave of absence in which scholars generally believe that he went to visit fellow
organist and composer Dieterich Buxtehude in the city of Lübeck. With a reputation increasing
in renown and upon the death of J.G. Ahle, Bach left for St. Blasius in Mühlhausen in 1707.
While in Mühlhausen, Bach married Maria Barbara Bach, his second cousin. In his
professional life, Bach experienced a more attractive financial situation with an unexpected
inheritance along with attracting private students and better musicians with whom to work. In
February 1708 Bach wrote Gott ist mein König, BWV 71 for the annual inauguration of the town
council. The cantata notably featured two flutes, two oboes, bassoon, three trumpets, and timpani
along with strings, vocal soloists, chorus, and organ. The work impressed so much that the
council funded the printing of both the libretto and the music. No doubt thanks to the reputation
of his own expertise and growing influence in the community, Bach also convinced the town
council to repair and enlarge the organ at St. Blasius. In the following June, Bach played before

4

Ibid.

5

Malcolm Boyd, Bach, (New York: Random House, Inc., 1987), 21.

10

the Duke of Weimar, Wilhelm Ernst, who offered him a post at his court. While Bach got along
well with the town council, Bach’s relationship with the pastor and congregation was precarious
as they were resistant to his expanding compositional language. Between the larger salary and
the ability to write more freely, Bach tendered his resignation and was released to enter into the
Duke’s service.6
Bach returned to Weimar in 1708 as the organist for the duke and eventually became the
Konzertmeister (music director) in 1714, which allowed Bach to work with a larger pool of wellfunded professional musicians. Bach and his wife began having children while in Weimar. While
here, their first child, Catharina Dorothea, was born along with their sons Wilhelm Friedemann,
Carl Philipp Emanuel, and Johann Gottfried Bernhard. The Bachs also had other children, but
unfortunately, they died as infants. During his time in Weimar, Bach consistently composed
keyboard and orchestral works. He began studying and incorporating styles from across the
continent, particularly in his transcribing Vivaldi’s string and wind concertos for harpsichord and
organ.7
Bach also continued to play and compose for the organ and performed with the court
ensemble. During his time in Weimar, he began to consolidate his personal approach to organ
composition by synthesizing many styles he had encountered while studying the music of
others.8 Bach began writing preludes and fugues, which would be later assembled into his WellTempered Clavier, and also began work on his Little Organ Book. When promoted to
Konzertmeister, Bach was also responsible for writing monthly cantatas, which resulted in a

6

Wolf and Emery, Grove Music Online.

7

Ibid.

8

Claude V. Palisca, Baroque Music, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1991) 208.
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robust output. Bach continued scoring winds in his cantatas such as his 1714 Nun komm, der
heiden Heiland, BWV 62 which only added bassoon to chorus, soloists, strings, and basso
continuo. In 1717, Bach fell out of favor with the Weimar court as a new Kapellmeister (choir
master) was sought after, and Bach demanded to be released from his position, which resulted in
him being jailed for a month before being dismissed.9
Bach then went to serve as the Kapellmeister for Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Köthen, a
principality of the Holy Roman Empire. Bach reportedly enjoyed working for Prince Leopold,
who himself was a musician and appreciated (as well as rewarded) Bach’s talents, allowing him
more autonomy in his composing and performing. Being a Calvinist, the Prince’s needs for
elaborate sacred music were slim, requiring only an organist, and thus Bach focused his energies
on predominantly secular work such as orchestral suites, cello suites, sonatas, partitas for solo
violin, and secular cantatas.10 In particular for wind instruments, Bach wrote several works for
solo flute such as Partita for Flute in A minor, BWV 1013 along with a series of sonatas for flute
and continuo (e.g. Flute Sonata in E minor, BWV 1034).
Most notably from this period emerged Bach’s Brandenburg Concertos, written in 1721.
Some of these concertos had notable inclusion of wind writing. Brandenburg Concerto No. 1 in
F Major, BWV 1046 was written for three oboes, bassoon, two natural horns, a violino piccolo,
two violins, and basso continuo. Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 in F Major, BWV 1047 was
written as a concerto grosso with the concertino requiring recorder, oboe, (natural) trumpet in F,
and violin while the ripieno was set for strings and basso continuo. The trumpet part is widely
considered one of the most difficult excerpts in trumpet repertoire. Brandenburg Concerto No. 4
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in G Major, BWV 1049 was also written as a concerto grosso with the concertino featuring two
recorders and violin while the rest of the ensemble consisted of strings and basso continuo.
Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 in D Major, BWV 1050 set a concertino consisting of flute, violin,
and harpsichord, and the ripieno consisting of strings with the harpsichord also playing with the
ripieno.11
In July of 1720, Bach’s wife suddenly died while he was away with Prince Leopold. In
the following year, he was remarried to Anna Magdalena Wilcke, a younger woman who also
was a musician and a talented soprano. Together they had thirteen children (with only six
surviving past childhood). Of particular note were composers Johann Christoph Friedrich and
Johann Christian.12
In 1723 Bach was appointed as the cantor of the Thomasschule (St. Thomas School) at
the Thomaskirche (St. Thomas Church) in Leipzig, and his period in Leipzig would persist until
his death in 1750. Along with Thomaskirche, Bach’s new prestigious position also provided
music for Nikolaikirche (St. Nicholas Church) and also Neue Kirche and Peterskirche (St.
Peter’s Church). During his first few years in Leipzig, Bach produced many cantatas as a core
role of his position and organized a number of these cantatas into cycles.13 Many of these
cantatas, such as Sie werden aus Saba alle kommen, BWV 65 in 1723 and Nun komm, der heiden
Heiland, BWV 62 in 1724, utilized wind instruments along with singers, chorus, strings, and
basso continuo. The former was written for two flutes, two oboes da caccia, and two horns, while
the latter only used bassoons. Penned at the end of Bach’s life, the cantata Gloria in Excelsis
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Deo, BWV 191 was composed between 1743 and 1746. Bach scored the wind section for only
two flutes, two oboes, and three trumpets, as well as the timpani.
In addition to his cantatas, Bach also began writing his series of passions and oratorios.
Each of these works featured the nascent orchestra with varying amounts of wind instruments.
Bach’s St John Passion, BWV 245 was written in 1724, shortly after his appointment in Leipzig.
In addition to vocal soloists, chorus, and strings, Bach also utilized two flutes, two oboes, two
oboes d’amore, and two oboes da caccia.14 Only three years later, in 1727, did Bach pen his St.
Matthew Passion, BWV 244. He expanded the winds section from his previous passion setting
by using the same instrumentation but doubling the number of players. His St. Luke Passion,
BWV 246 was written in 1730, although the piece is often referred to as spurious, and
scholarship is undecided if Bach did indeed write the work.15 Gone are the oboes d’amore and
oboes da caccia, and in their place Bach uses the taille and bassoon along with two flutes and
two oboes. Bach’s 1731 St. Mark Passion, BWV 247 utilized the same instrumentation as the St.
John Passion, but he removed the oboes da caccia.16 Bach’s Easter Oratorio, BWV 249 was
written in 1725, although several revisions occurred over the following two decades.17 Like
many of his larger cantatas, Bach used a larger wind section in the orchestra including two flutes,
two oboes, and an oboe d’amore along with three trumpets and timpani. His Christmas Oratorio,
BWV 248 was written in 1734, and Bach used a similar instrumentation to his previous oratorio
but expanded the ensemble with an additional oboe d’amore, two horns, and two oboes da
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caccia.18 Bach’s ever-expanding orchestra paralleled the growing orchestra in the opera houses
and began pointing toward the Classical iteration of the ensemble just on the horizon.
While Bach’s predecessor, Johann Kuhnau, had also been the music director of the
Paulinerkirche (St. Paul’s Church) at Leipzig University, Bach was only hired to oversee music
for church feast days rather than also including the Sunday services. Bach was likely very fond
of the organ at Paulinerkirche, though, as it had a newer organ (built in 1716) than his other
posts. Bach also expanded his duties in 1729 by taking over the Collegium Musicum, which was
a secular ensemble started by Georg Philipp Telemann.19 This ensemble was made up of many
talented university students along with other talented community musicians and gave many
regular performances around the city. Many of Bach’s works, particularly his violin and
keyboard concertos, were written for and performed by the Collegium Musicum.20
Bach’s orchestral suites were written in his Leipzig period, of which many were written
during Bach’s tenure with the Collegium Musicum. Suite No. 1 in C Major, BWV 1066 was
written between 1724 and 1745 and was scored by two oboes, bassoon, two violins, viola, and
basso continuo. Suite No. 2 in B Minor, BWV 1067 was written between 1738 and 1739, set for a
smaller, more intimate ensemble consisting of flute, two violins, viola, and basso continuo. Both
Bach’s third and fourth orchestral suites were written circa 1730. Suite No. 3 in D Major, BWV
1068 was scored for two oboes, three trumpets, timpani, two violins, viola, and basso continuo.
In Suite No. 4 in D Major, BWV 1069 Bach expanded the ensemble slightly from his previous
suite with an additional oboe and a bassoon. Bach’s Concerto in A Minor, BWV 1044 was a
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harpsichord concerto grosso written between 1729 and 1741. In the concertino Bach utilized
harpsichord, flute, and violin while the ripieno was set for violin, viola, cello, and violone, along
with the harpsichord.21
In the final decade of Bach’s life, he turned his attention and interest toward the older
polyphonic style of composers such as Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina, Giovanni Battisti
Bassani, and Antonio Caldara. His interest resulted in works incorporating polyphonic structures
and canons in such works as his Goldberg Variations, BWV 988 in 1741.22 This collection for
two-manual harpsichord contained nine canons among the thirty variations of the aria. Bach also
revised many of his works such as his St. Matthew Passion and St. John Passion.
Bach also was focused on two large-scale compositions in the twilight of his life: his The
Art of the Fugue, BWV 1080 and his Mass in B minor, BWV 232. The Art of the Fugue, written
for an unspecified keyboard instrument, was first started around 1740 and remained unfinished at
the time of Bach’s death, receiving its first publication in 1751. This work was based on a single
subject and spanned fourteen fugues, often denoted as “contrapunctus,” and four canons in D
minor.23 Bach’s Mass in B minor was completed in 1749, although individual portions dated
back decades. Bach’s setting included the full Mass Ordinary, as opposed to the Lutheran norms
of setting only the Kyrie and Gloria. The work consisted of choral movements, orchestral
accompaniment, and sections of chamber music with a small number of vocal soloists. Bach’s
use of winds reflected many of his other sacred works as he included two flutes, three oboes,
three oboes d’amore, two bassoons, three trumpets, horn, and timpani in the orchestra.24 The
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sheer variety of movements and instrumentation allowed Bach to exploit the color palette of the
wind instruments in many ways.
At the end of his life, Bach’s health began steadily declining. By 1749, Bach had become
blind. Bach sought after eye surgery in March 1750, but he ended up developing complications
from the procedure. Bach died on July 28, 1750.25 While Bach passed from this life, his music
lived on for centuries to come. Though his prestige waned in the decades immediately following
his death, Bach’s music resurged in popularity through the 19th and 20th centuries. He has
become widely known as one of the most important and influential composers in all of western
music history. Aside from his compositions, his legacy continued through his children who
continued composing such as Carl Philipp Emanuel and Johann Christian.
A Review of Organ Mechanics
Technically speaking, the organ is a wind instrument, despite the appearance and use of
keyboards. It is unique from other wind instruments in that there exists a separate pipe for every
note and each pipe, therefore, produces only a single sound. The instrument’s construction and
physics result in each pipe playing a set volume. At the heart of the organ is its air flow, and this
flow is created by a wind system consisting of an air reservoir as well as an air pressurization
system. The air flow is generated by bellows which pump air into a container called a wind
chest, which stores the pressurized air until the organist activates the specific pipes connected to
that wind chest. Early organs required helpers who would manually operate the bellows,
supplying the instrument with a constant stream of air. Modern organs typically use an electronic
blower system that replaces the need for manual labor.26
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As the organist sits at the organ console and depresses a key to produce pitch, several
actions must happen simultaneously. Valves, called pallets, must be opened before air can pass
from the windchest into the organ pipes. When a key is pressed it moves a sticker which pulls a
long rod called a tracker, which is connected to the pallet, and air flows into the pipes producing
the appropriate pitch.27 The relationship between the keys on the keyboard and the pipe valve is
called the “action” of the organ, and early organs were controlled exclusively by mechanical
means.28
While early organs may have only had one set of pipes, organ makers expanded the
timbral possibilities by adding extra sets of pipes arranged in rows called ranks. Each tone color
on the instrument required its own rank. In order to stop every set of pipes from sounding when a
key is pressed, air is stopped from entering by default. Specific ranks of pipes may be engaged
by pulling a knob (called a stop) on the organ console. When the knob is pushed in, it stops those
pipes from sounding. Each stop on the organ has a number that denotes at which pitch level it
sounds. For instance, a stop that sounds the written pitch is labeled as 8’, which refers to the
speaking length of an open pipe at low C, the lowest written pitch on the instrument. Stops
labelled as 4’ sound an octave higher than written and 2’ sound two octaves higher, whereas 16’
sounds an octave lower than written and 32’ sounds two octaves lower than written.29
Other types of stops allow for more possible timbral combinations. Mutation stops
combine several sounds, and more than one note will sound when a single key is depressed.
These additional notes are generally higher in the harmonic series with options that typically
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include fifths and thirds to sound above the played note. Mixture stops consist of two or more
ranks that include both unison and mutation ranks. Coupled stops also combine sounds for the
organist. Each manual, including the pedal board, has specific stops that only those keyboards
can use. Coupled stops allow a manual to link its stops to another manual, which not only
increases the color palette possibilities but also allows for many stops to be utilized from a single
manual.30
The pipe organ has several different types of pipes, and each of these types creates
different timbres. However, each organ created is custom made and outfitted with a unique
assortment of pipes, stops, and manuals. Some pipes imitate other instruments such as flutes,
oboes, and trumpets. The main type of pipes on an organ are the flue pipes, often called
diapasons or principals, and these flue pipes produce the characteristic tone associated with the
instrument. The flue pipes have no moving parts, and their tone colors are affected simply by
their scale, material composition, and by modifications that can be made to their mouths or
shapes. These pipes are usually made of metal and often exposed in the front of the organ. They
come in many pitches and usually appear in every section or division of the instrument.31
After the principals, the flute pipes are the most prevalent pipes in most organs and a type
of flue pipe. As their name might suggest, the flute stops that engage these pipes are used to
emulate the sound of real flutes or recorders. They come in every pitch level and appear in every
division of the instrument. These pipes are typically wider in scale than the principals and may
be made of wood or metal. Harmonic flute pipes are double length with tiny holes in the middle
of the pipes, and the air column thus divides in the middle, resulting in them sounding an octave
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higher than an open pipe.32
String pipes are another type of flue pipe that are constructed to emulate the sound of
string instruments. These pipes are narrow in scale and are rich in upper harmonics. These pipes
are not nearly as common as flutes or principals, and some organs do not have these stops. String
stops would become more popular later with Romantic composers, due to the effect of stops with
“celeste” in the name. These ranks would be tuned slightly sharp to cause beats with similar
ranks creating an undulating effect.33 In addition to string stops, some other flue stops did not fit
squarely into a specific category. These stops are called hybrids and their sound falls somewhere
between flute and string tone. These stops were generally called gemshorn or erzähler.34
Reed pipes are similar to flue pipes, with an added device that vibrates the air column
within the pipe, akin to a reed instrument. This metal tongue that vibrates is called a shallot,
which resides inside the boot of the pipe. The sound is magnified by the resonator, made of wood
or metal, and the sizes and shapes of these resonators affect the tones of the pipes. Reed pipes are
generally grouped according to whether or not they can be used in combination with other stops
or whether they are better used in solos. These reed pipes strive to emulate the sound of not only
reed instruments such as oboes but also brass instruments such as trumpets and trombones. In
addition to the shallot, these pipes share features like these instruments by exiting air through a
flared bell.35
All of these various types of pipes are organized into different divisions of the
instrument. Each manual (keyboard) of the organ usually controls a distinct division with its own
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set of stops, although couplers allow multiple divisions to be controlled by one manual. Because
each organ is uniquely created, there is no standard number of stops in these divisions, so the
size of the overall organ cannot be anticipated merely from the number of manuals on the organ
console.36
The main division of the organ is called the Great (Hauptwerk, Grand Orgue), and it is
generally located as the lower manual on two-manual organs or the middle manual on threemanual instruments. The other manuals, along with the Pedal, can be typically coupled to the
Great so that the loudest sounds are played on it. The Great almost always contains a chorus of
principals and one or more sets of mixtures. The Great typically also houses flute stops with
generally a range of sizes from 2’ to 8’. On two-manual iterations, mutation stops and solo reeds
typically are found on the Great. If there exists a string stop on the Great, it will usually be an 8’
gamba, whereas if there is one reed stop, it will often be an 8’ trumpet stop. On very large
organs, there might be a chorus of reed stops on the great measuring from 4’ to 16’.37
The Swell (Schwellwerk, Récit) is the upper manual on most two and three-manual
organs. While the organist can typically change the dynamic of the instrument by merely adding
in or taking away pipes through stops, the Swell allows for more finely tuned dynamic control.
The pipes of the Swell are encased in a box (the size of a room for massive organs) which has
shutters on the walls. By using foot control with the corresponding swell pedal, the organist can
close the shutters and reduce the sound of the instrument.38 The Swell division often has more
ranks in it than the Great, and the Swell can be coupled to the Great (and the Pedal), as well as a
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third manual, if present. However, while the Swell can be coupled to those manuals, rarely will
other manuals couple to the Swell. The Swell will typically have its own chorus of smaller
principal pipes consisting of a 4’, 2’, and a mixture. In order to sound at written pitch because of
these smaller pipes, the organist would typically have to employ an 8’ flute or string pipe or
both. Only large organs would have an 8’ principal in the Swell because of the size requirements
in the casing.39
If an organ has a third manual, it is often called the Choir and is usually the lowest on the
console. Like the Swell, this division of pipes may be enclosed in a box, which will result in the
organ having another control pedal for its shutters. The Choir is almost always able to be coupled
to the Great, typically at 16’, 8’, and 4’, as well as the Pedal. The Swell may also be coupled to it
at 16’, 8’, and 4’. Many three-manual organs will have a small Choir division with small amount
of flute stops, a reed stop or two, and often gemshorn or erzähler stops.
If the third manual of the organ is connected to a division not in a box, it is typically
referred to as the Positive (Positiv, Positif). If the instrument is in a gallery, the pipes of this
division are often on the gallery rail behind the organist. In this setup, the division is called
Rückpositiv in German. The Positive will often contain a principal chorus in higher octaves such
as a 2’ principal with mixture which would require the 8’ and 4’ notes to be performed on flute
pipes. The brightness provided by the principal chorus typically is used to play antiphonal effects
with the Great or to add brightness when coupled to the Great’s principal chorus. Aside from the
principal pipes, there are usually 8’ and 4’ flutes in the Positive as well as one or more mutations.
If there is not a cornet stop in the organ’s Swell division, many organs will place one in the
Positive. Generally, a krummhorn or other color reed stops are present in the Positive, as well.
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At the bottom of the organ console resides the Pedal keyboard, which is connected to its
own set of pipes. All of the manuals on the organ can be coupled to the pedal, typically at 8’ and
4’, so all of the tone colors of the organ can be played by the feet. The Pedal division may only
have one or two stops, or it may be very large. Large organs could have a complete 16’ principal
chorus for the Pedal, while a very large organ might have a 32’ principal chorus. Many organs
typically have a 16’ reed in the Pedal division to help fill the bass line in full combination with
the other divisions. Large organs may have a few reed stops from possibly a 32’ Bombarde to a
4’ reed pipe useful for playing tenor melodies. Small Pedal divisions typically contain a flute
pipe at 16’ and 8’ for softer bass accompaniments.40
A Brief History of Bach’s Organs
The pipe organ, a mechanical marvel, traces its roots to antiquity, back to the simple pan
pipe. The ancient Greeks had a proto-organ called a hydraulis that had a reservoir of air, which
was inserted into water. Air was pushed into this reservoir with hand pumps and exited as
pressurized air to blow through the pipes. The reservoir was open at the bottom, which allowed
water to maintain the air pressure as the air supply fluctuated through the act of playing. The
portative organ was a portable organ that could be as small to be held by the player, not unlike
the accordion, or put on a table with bellows on the back of the instrument.41
The organ reached northern Europe sometime before the tenth century, and most of these
early pipe organs were small, with some examples having only a single set of flue pipes.
However, there was an astonishing account of a massive pipe organ assembled at Winchester
Cathedral which boasted four hundred pipes and required seventy men to blow it while it was
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played.42 As these early organs were developed from the Middle Ages through the Renaissance,
the instrument departed from “the monochromatic diapason stops” and underwent thorough
changes and interactions to “polychromatic registration,” which demanded of organ composition
a “well-distributed tonal language that utilizes these possibilities.”43 However, with advent of the
Baroque era, the organ was “released from the neutral sound-complex of Renaissance music by
acquiring an independent music of its own.”44
During Bach’s time in Lüneburg from early 1700 until the spring of 1702, Bach had the
opportunity to get to know the large north German organs and acquire deeper knowledge of
organ building. The young Bach made various trips from Lüneburg to Hamburg to meet with
Johann Adam Reinken and play on his organ at St. Catherine’s. Bach also more prominently
played Georg Böhm’s organ at St. John’s Church in Lüneburg, which was the best instrument the
city had to offer, despite it lacking a fully developed pedal division. The organ at St. John’s
Church was constructed between 1551 and 1553. Through the remainder of the century it was
regularly expanded and refurbished with a complete rebuild and enlargement in the early 1650s.
After Bach’s time in Lüneburg, Georg Böhm successfully requested a new pedal division and
enlargement constructed between 1712 and 1715. The organ underwent numerous changes past
the Baroque era with restoration, repairs, and expansion in 1992.45 At the time of Bach’s study,
the organ would have approximately had the following disposition (list of stops).46
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Table 3. St. John’s Church organ disposition.
Rückpositiv (I)

Werck (II)

Oberwerk (III)

Pedal

Principal 8’

Principal 16’

Principal 8’

Untersatz 16’

Quintaden 8’

Octave 8’

Hohlflöte 8’

Octave 4’

Octave 4’

Octave 4’

Hohlflöte 4’

Nachthorn 2’ (Ped.)

Nassat 3’

Sieflöte 1’

Mixtur

Gemßhorn

Mixtur

Scharff

Superoctave 2'

Scharff

Trommette 8’ (Ped.)

Cymbel

Sesquialtera

Cornette 2’ (Ped.)

Trommette

Regal 8’
Baarpfeiffe 8’
Schalmey 4’

During Bach’s brief time in Arnstadt, started in 1703, he served as the organist of the
New Church. The church was built from 1676 until 1683, and replaced St. Boniface’s Church,
which had been destroyed by a city fire in 1581. The church’s organ was built between 1699 and
1703, and it was located in the students’ balcony. Starting in 1710, it underwent repairs and
improvements along with further refinements through the eighteenth and nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. At the time of Bach’s tenure, the organ would have had approximately the
following disposition.47
Table 4. New Church organ disposition.
Oberwerk (II)

Brustwerk/Positiv (I)

Pedal

Principal 8'

Stillgedacktes 8'

Sub Baß 16'

Viola di Gamba 8'

Principal 4'

Principal 8'

Quintadehna 8'

Spitzflöte 4'

Posaunen Bass 16'

Grobgedacktes 8'

Nachthorn 4'

Cornet Bass 2'
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Table 4. New Church organ disposition (Continued).
Oberwerk (II)

Brustwerk/Positiv (I)

Pedal

Gemshorn 8'

Quinta 3'

Offene Quinta 6'

Sesquialtera doppelt [II]

Octava 4'

Mixtur III [1']

Cymbel II [1']
Trompete 8'

Bach’s time at St. Blasius in Mühlhausen was even briefer, lasting only about a year until
the middle of 1708. In Mühlhausen Bach had access to a large, although older, organ. Bach’s
duties as city organist required him to collaborate with the other churches, and he also had access
to the organs of the Brückenhof Church and St. Mary’s Church, along with ten lesser houses of
worship in the area. Though Bach left rather quickly after arriving, he remained on good terms
with the city council and returned to Mühlhausen a number of times later in his career.48 While
Bach did have access to multiple organs, the organ at St. Blasius was his primary instrument. It
was originally built between 1560 and 1563 and was rebuilt in 1676. From 1678 until 1691, it
was partially rebuilt and enlarged. It was enlarged in 1708 at Bach’s successful petition. The
organ was rebuilt several times, and in 1821, a new organ was built using the original’s case
along with another new organ in 1959. At the time of Bach’s tenure, the organ would have had
approximately the following disposition.49
Table 5. St. Blasius organ disposition.
Rückpositiv (I)

Ober- and Hauptwerk (II)

Oberwerk (III)

Pedal

Gedackt 8'

Quintatön 16'

Stillgedackt 8'

Untersatz 32’

Quintatön 8'

Principal 8’

Flöte 4'

Principal 16’
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Table 5. St. Blasius organ disposition (Continued).
Rückpositiv (I)

Ober- and Hauptwerk (II)

Oberwerk (III)

Pedal

Principal 4’

Violdigamba 8'

Quinte 3'

Subbaß 16'

Salicioanl 4’

Oktave 4'

Principal 2'

Oktave 8'

Quintflöte 4'

Gedackt 4'

Terz 1 3/5'

Oktave 4'

Sesquialtera II

Quinte 3'

Mixtur III

Rohrflötenbaß 1'

Oktave 2'

Sesquialtera II

Cymbel

Mixtur IV

Spitzflöte 2'

Oktave 2'

Schallmey 8'

Posaunbaß 16'

Cymbel III

Mixtur IV

Trompete 8'

Cymbel II

Cornetbaß 2'

Fagotto 16'

During Bach’s time in Weimar in 1708, as the court organist and chamber musician in the
court of Duke Wilhelm Ernst, along with his brief post in 1703, the composer had access to a
number of organs. The majority of Bach’s organ works were composed during his Weimar
years.50 Bach’s primary organ would have been the organ in the palace chapel, which was built
between 1651 and 1654 as part of Wilhelmsburg Palace. In 1657, Duke Wilhelm IV was given
the old organ from Erfurt’s Church of the Barefoot Friars and set about having it erected above
the altar in the new palace church. At the time, it was only a one-manual instrument, but in 1658
it was expanded with a second division, a Seitenwerk. In 1707, the organ was expanded with new
bellows, new wind chests, and new Pedal stops. The Seitenpositv was integrated into the organ as
Unterwerk. At the request of Bach himself in 1712, work began to enlarge the bellows, improve
the wind chests, and install additional stops. The organ was continuously repaired and renovated
through the mid-1700s until the organ was demolished in 1756 because of structural problems
with the balcony where the organ was located. Its replacement was unfortunately destroyed
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during the palace fire of 1774. At the time of Bach’s tenure, the organ would have had
approximately the following disposition.51
Table 6. Weimar palace chapel organ disposition.
Seitenpositiv

Oberwerk

Positive

Pedal

Grobgedackt 8’

Quintadena 16'

Koppel 8', wood

Untersatz 32’

Quintadehna 8’

Principal 8'

Prinzipal 4', tin

Gedackter SubBass 16'

Spielpfeife 4’

Gedackt 8'

Superoktave 2', tin

Posaunen Bass 16'

Sesquialtera

Gemßhorn 8'

Quint [1½'], tin

Fagott-Bass 16'

Spitzflöthe 2'

Octava 4'

Cimbel III, tin

Krumbhorn 8'

Klein gedackt 4'

Trommet 8'

Mixtur

Schallmeyen 4'

Cymbel

Glockenspiel

When Bach assumed his position in Leipzig as cantor at St. Thomas Church, his duties
held overall responsibility for the music in Leipzig, rather than holding a position as organist.
While Bach had access to a number of organs throughout the city, the two organs (large and
small) were organs at his primary posting. The large organ dates back to 1384, but a newer organ
was built in 1511. In 1589, the large organ was enlarged and again enlarged in 1670 specifically
increasing the Brustwerk from two to nine stops. In 1730, during Bach’s time in Leipzig, it was
thoroughly cleaned and through-tuned, and the Pedal Posaune 16’ was strengthened. In 1739 the
organ was outfitted with a new twenty-four note pedal keyboard and underwent major repairs in
1747. In 1755 new chests were built for the Rückpositiv and Pedal and their number of stops was
increased by eleven. Through the remainder of the eighteenth and most of the nineteenth
centuries, it was rebuilt and expanded several times, leading to a new organ in 1889. This new
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organ underwent expansion in the twentieth century.52 At the time of Bach’s tenure, the large
organ would have had approximately the following disposition.53
Table 7. St. Thomas Church large organ disposition.
Oberwerk (II)

Rückpositiv (I)

Brustwerk (III)

Pedal

Principal 16’

Principal 8’

Grobgedackt 8'

Sub Baß 16'

Quintatön 16'

Quintadena 8’

Principal 4'

Posaunen Baß 16'

Principal 8’

Lieblich Gedacktes 8'

Nachthorn 4'

Trommeten Baß 8'

Spielpfeife 8’

Traversa 4'

Nasat 3'

Schallmeyen Baß 4'

Octava 4'

Spitzflöte 4'

Gemshorn 2'

Cornet 2'

Quinta 3'

Klein gedackt 4'

Sesquialtera

Superoctava 2’

Violin 2'

Zimbel II

Sesquialtera II

Schallflöt 1'

Regal 8'

Mixtur VI–IX

Rausch Quinta II

Geigenregal 4'

Mixtur IV
Krumbhorn 16'
Trommet 8'

The small organ dates to 1489 as a swallow’s nest organ on the south wall and underwent
several rebuilds during the sixteenth century. It was enlarged in 1630 and between 1639 and
1640 it was moved to a new gallery over the triumphal arch. In 1655 six stops were added while
in 1720 repairs were made. In 1727, eight stops were brought into playing condition. Bach used
the small organ for performances of multi-choir works such as the Magnificat, BWV 243a or the
St. Matthew Passion, BWV 244 for the third choir in the first part’s introductory and concluding
choruses.54 At the time of Bach’s tenure, the small organ would have had approximately the
52
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following disposition.55
Table 8. St. Thomas Church small organ disposition.
Rückpositiv (I)

Oberwerk (II)

Brustwerk (III)

Pedal

Lieblich Gedackt 8'

Principal 8’

Trichterregal 8'

Subbaß 16'

Principal 4’

Gedackt 8'

Sifflöt 1'

Fagott 16''

Hohlflöte 4'

Quintatön 8'

Spitzflöte 2'

Trompete 8'

Nasat 3'

Octava 4'

Octave 2'

Rauschquinte II 3'

Sesquialtera II

Mixtur IV–X

Dulcian 8'

Cymbel II

Trompete 8'
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Chapter 3
Review of the Related Literature
The Original Work
Fantasia in G Major, BWV 5721 was originally composed for organ and known as Pièce
d’ orgue, and the exact date of composition is disputed among scholars. Some Bach scholars
place the piece between 1703 and 17072 and before 1712. The fantasia contains three marked
sections (not explicitly separate movements) denoted as Très vitement, Gravement, and
Lentement.3 The overall work possibly resembles the tripartite form frequently used by Jan
Pieterszoon Sweelinck,4 although other scholars argue the work does not match the qualities
outside of the pedal points at beginning and end.5 Each section approaches harmony in distinct
fashion, and each section has shifting harmonies which are linked by common tones between the
chords, either through broken harmonies (first and third sections) or sustained tones (middle
section). Each section features a lack of harmonically disruptive cadences, as the piece propels
itself from start to finish.6 The piece could be simply described as “a lengthy five-part section of
tranquil and finished polyphony, surrounded by quick and brilliant yet at the same time
simplified northern passage-work.”7
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The opening section of the work, marked Très vitement, is a brief twenty-eight measures.
The section is comprised completely of broken chords played in quick succession across both
hands without pause into the Gravement' section. The beginning of the work “reinterprets the
northern toccata with an original, repetitive figure, demanding attention, such as was known in
France.”8 Harmonic progressions are only hinted at with pedal points occurring in the soprano or
bass layers of the arpeggios. This section is mostly in G major with occasional chromatic
alterations, such as utilizing G mixolydian. Bach employs frequent repetition as typically each
musical idea or harmonic sequence is immediately repeated.

Figure 1. The opening motive in measure 1 repeats in mm. 5 and 17.

Figure 2. Bach’s use of repetition in mm. 7-8.

The middle section of the work, marked Gravement, continues through the central key of
G major, however, the section modulates often to related keys and uses a chromaticism and
chordal mutation. The melodic line that occurs at the beginning of the section reappears in
several variations as Bach frequently moves the line through each voice contrapuntally, often
eliding into the next phrase. Bach moves through the areas of G major, E minor, D major, B
minor, C major, A minor, and G minor, with each key area generally lasting for one statement of
the melody. The middle section changes to 2/2 from the beginning’s 12/8 compound meter. The
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overall rhythm is much broader and slower than the first section. Bach also employs ornaments
in the form of mordents throughout the section, typical of the Baroque style.
The third section, marked Lentement, is brief like the opening at only seventeen
measures. Bach returns to broken chords played across both hands plus acciaccaturas. The pedal
notes fall in succession chromatically, coming to a rest on D at the exact middle of the section,
and hold the implied dominant pedal point until the final measure moving to the tonic.9 The third
section, like the first two sections, expounds upon a singular musical device, pushing it beyond
the tradition of the times. While the solo line and repetitions are evocative of the first movement,
the harmonic continuity of the final section more resembles the middle of the work.10

Figure 3. Opening of Lentement is indicative of the rest of the movement.

The Goldman/Leist Transcription
Of the two published transcriptions of Fantasia in G Major, Richard Franko Goldman
and Robert L. Leist’s transcription is by far the more well-known and performed. Composed in
1960, the work was “undertaken as a memorial to Edwin Franko Goldman, who was the first
bandmaster to include the works of Bach regularly in the band’s concert repertoire, and who did
so much to introduce the music of this great master to wide popular audiences.”11 Edwin Franko
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Goldman, Richard’s father, was the bandmaster and founder of the Goldman Band of New York
City and the American Bandmasters Association. The composer duo attempted to “recapture the
sound of the Baroque organ through the medium of the modern band.”12
Goldman and Leist’s stated attempt was to emulate the sound of the Baroque organ, and
they strove in a variety of ways to not only create the blended sounds of multiple divisions and
stops but also utilize consorts, mimicking the use of a singular set of pipes. Scoring decisions
frequently persist through an entire rehearsal section, with the transcribers adding or removing
additional color as the next melodic section arrives, often ending in elision. Goldman and Leist
“pull out all the stops,” featuring the full ensemble five times throughout the fifteen sections of
the work. They employ chamber settings outside of these five instances along with a nearly full
ensemble statement at Rehearsal C, which notably omits the horn section. Of the chamber wind
settings, Goldman and Leist most utilize woodwind choirs and brass choirs, often alternating
immediately after each other. They use other mixtures of woodwind and brass, perhaps evoking
the mixture and mutation stops that would draw in sounds from other divisions of the organ.
Table 9. Orchestrational flowchart and analysis for Goldman/Leist transcription.
Section

Tonal Area:

Orchestration Notes

G major

Full Ensemble
●
Percussion drops out in m. 2
●
Timpani returns in m. 12

Rehearsal A
mm. 13-21

D major

Orchestration thins to middle WWs
●
Orchestration gradually thickens in contrary motion beginning in m. 15
●
Full winds plus timpani in m. 19
●
Orchestration thins in m. 21 transitioning into B

Rehearsal B
mm. 21-31

B minor

WW Choir with string bass
●
Brass enters in m. 31 as WW orchestration thins transitioning into C

G major

Brass choir (minus trombone 3) with flutes and oboes
•
Full ensemble (minus horns and percussion part) in m. 34
•
Full ensemble (minus percussion part) at m. 40 transitioning into D

Intro:
mm. 1-13

Rehearsal C
mm. 31-40
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Table 9. Orchestrational flowchart and analysis for Goldman/Leist transcription (Continued).
Section

Tonal Area:

Orchestration Notes

A minor

Bassoons, clarinets, saxes, horns, low brass.
●
Cornets (1&2) and string bass enter at m. 43 thickening sound
●
Flutes, oboes, and Eb clarinet enter at m. 48 transitioning into E

Rehearsal E
mm. 48-59

E minor

WW Choir with string bass.
●
Piccolo enters at m. 53 increasing scope of the upper voices
●
Euphonium enters at m. 54
●
Cornet 1 enters at m. 58
●
Cornets 2 & 3 and tuba enters at 59 transitioning into F

Rehearsal F
mm. 59-71

Chordal Mutation

Brass choir with string bass
●
Bari sax enters at m. 69 reinforcing the bass with a dark, reedy timbre

Rehearsal G
mm. 71-77

C major

Full ensemble
●
Timpani and percussion leave the sound in m. 72

mm. 77-90

A minor

Flutes, oboes, bass clarinet, bari sax, horn 1 (solo), bass trombone, tuba, string bass

Rehearsal H
mm. 90-103

A minor
transitioning
into D major

Full ensemble
●
Timpani and percussion leave the sound in m. 91
●
Timpani returns in mm. 102-103

Rehearsal I
mm. 103-115

G minor

Piccolo, flutes, oboes, clarinets, saxes, cornets (one player) horns 1&2
●
Bassoons, bass clarinet, low saxes, horns 3&4, euphonium thicken in m. 106
●
String bass enters in measure 111

Rehearsal J
mm. 115-130

Chordal Mutation
transitioning into
G major

Brass choir (minus horns) with bari sax
●
Flutes and clarinets enter in m. 120
●
Bassoons, bass clarinet, and bari. sax thicken low texture at m. 123
●
Trombone 3 and euphonium add in m. 128

G major

Bassoons, clarinets, bass clarinet, bari. sax, horns, trombones, euphonium,
tuba, string bass
●
Oboes, alto clarinet, alto saxes enter in m. 136

136-148

G major

WW Choir with Euphonium
●
Flutes enter in m. 138
●
Piccolo joins the flute timbre in m. 142
●
Brass, timpani and percussion thicken texture in m. 148 transitioning into L

Rehearsal L
148-158

G major

Full ensemble (minus percussion part).
●
Percussion (sus. cymbal) enters in m. 155

Rehearsal D
mm. 40-48

Rehearsal K
130-136

While Goldman and Leist do alternate the intensity of the orchestration throughout the
work, the voicing never becomes sparser than eleven of the total thirty-five parts assigned to the
ensemble. Rather, a sizable portion of the ensemble’s players are called to perform at any given
section of the work. Goldman and Leist’s use of percussion is extremely sparse, with the timpani
receiving most of the musical moments, often reinforcing the cadences. They rarely use all of the
percussion section at once, occurring only for brief moments and sustained in the final measures
of the work. The full ensemble portions of the work act as pillars through the work, either
35

creating diversity of texture or emphasizing certain sections and creating important moments for
the work’s musical narrative. The chart below demonstrates the orchestrational flow of the entire
work. Listed on the x-axis are the measure numbers whereas the y-axis demonstrates the amount
of orchestrational forces used at any given measure. The graph shows how orchestrators utilized
the overall forces of the wind band through the entirety of the work. It is notable that there are
not only a number of full ensemble musical moments with all thirty-four forces, but the most
intimate moments of the transcription only reduce the ensemble down to ten separate parts.
Table 10. Orchestrational intensity throughout the Goldman/Leist transcription.

The Boyd Transcription
As mentioned in chapter two, the Boyd transcription13 is currently out of print. Previous
institutions that Boyd worked at, along with a number of other institutions, were contacted to no
avail. Calls for assistance on various professional social media groups also did not bear fruit.
It is very unfortunate that John Boyd’s transcription is widely unavailable until the work is
reprinted. However, it is this author’s sincere hope that this new transcription and document will
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bring people’s attention to Boyd’s transcription as well.
John Boyd was an American conductor, educator, composer, and arranger. Born in
Kansas City, Missouri in 1944, Boyd received his Bachelor of Music Education degree and
Master of Music degree from Northwestern University along with a Doctorate of Musical Arts
from the University of Missouri-Kansas City. He studied conducting with John Philip Paynter,
Bernard Rubenstein, Crawford Gates, and Glenn Block. Boyd served as director of bands at
Wichita State University (1971), Kent State University (1975), and University of Arizona
(1986). From 1989 until 2010, Boyd was director of bands at Indiana State University. In 1998,
he cofounded with Frederick Fennell the professional wind orchestra Philharmonia à Vent and
served as its conductor. Boyd released more than twenty recordings featuring his conducting and
penned over sixty compositions and arrangements. Of these arrangements, Boyd crafted two
transcriptions from the music of Bach: Fantasia in G, BWV 572 in 1985 and Fantasia and
Fugue in G Minor, BWV 542 “The Great” in 1986. John Boyd died in May, 2020.14
Detailed analysis about the piece is impossible without access to a score or the parts, but
several fine recordings exist.15 From a listening-only analysis, Boyd’s version shares much in
common with Goldman and Leist’s transcription. In fact, both transcriptions typically utilize tutti
ensemble at the same points in the work. Boyd’s transcription is scored not quite as thickly as its
predecessor, and its orchestration gives greater clarity to individual lines. Boyd also utilizes more
pronounced articulation in his setting, as evidenced on the recording. Boyd favors the horns, and
they perform in most every section of the transcription. Perhaps related, Boyd seems to use the
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trumpets sparingly in lower tessituras. While Boyd similarly scores for woodwind and brass
choirs, he blends between the families within phrases more than once rather than only scoring
them as separate ensembles.
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Chapter 4
Justification of Orchestrational Decisions
Organ Registration and Selecting Voicings
Bach’s organ music often has little in the way of specifying the registration for a
particular piece. Even the common practice of using organo pleno (full organ) on Bach’s
chorales is not entirely accurate, as it is “unlikely that J. S. Bach had a specific combination in
mind.”1 From realizing basso continuo notation into full parts2 to the performance practices of
fantasias,3 improvisation was a hallmark of Baroque keyboard music.4 The combination of a lack
of standardized organ construction with a lack of written notation denoting which stops to use
implies an oral, improvisatory nature to realizing the registration of a piece. Each performer must
have relied both on learned tradition, the capabilities of their instrument and performance venue,
and their own musical intuition to realize each unique performance of Baroque organ music.
Published versions of Fantasia in G Major, BWV 5725 do not give any information for
what stops should be used or any ideas for combinations of sounds. Scholars, particularly those
writing for wind band, have tried to devise systems in place to translate the stops Bach’s organ
had into potential voicings. Some of these arrangers have tried to simply relate tone descriptions
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into analogous instruments.6 Others have considered tone while also comparing the stops to the
mechanics of the wind instruments as well as the sound production for each instrument and
similarly creating an orchestrational legend.7
These types of systems make much sense in trying to pair the modern concert band
instrumentation with the potentially more limited dispositions of Bach’s Baroque organs. Some
scholars and teachers suggest, “If composers are asked to transcribe music from the Baroque era,
they should realize…that they must think, feel, and hear as if they were writing in the Baroque
idiom.8” However if the piece does not specify the usage of stops, then while the system is well
thought out and researched, it is still somewhat arbitrary. Every arranger and transcriber has to
make decisions about how they will approach the piece while reimagining for different
instruments. Imagination bonded to an intense knowledge of the possibilities of each instrument's
tapestry of sound and effects is key to creating unique and new sounds.
For this transcription of Fantasia in G Major, this author does strive to be faithful in the
matters of articulation and musical line. But in the matters of timbre and color, the modern wind
band offers so many more combinations than those to which Bach’s organ had access. The wind
band, with its wide palette of tonal possibilities, can also seamlessly blend and change color in
ways that surpass the ability of even the most talented organist, whose hands and feet might be
completely occupied, to change stops without a helper. When considering color, more octaves
are utilized than originally written in the organ part. However, the various octaves created by
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instruments such as the piccolo or the contrabassoon fulfill the role of the various lengths of pipe
in each rank of the organ. Like the Baroque organist improvising registration based on their
instrument at hand, the author has employed a collection of colors reflective of the modern wind
band. If the band were to be Bach’s organ without any of the technical and mechanical
limitations, what combinations would result? Ultimately the ear should be “the deciding factor in
the choice of instruments, as well as in combinations of instruments.9”
Musical Line from Organ to Winds
One of the first decisions to be made by a performer or conductor when approaching
Baroque music (or perhaps any music) is the tempo. Notation often cannot provide a simple
answer as Baroque music often lacks very conclusive written instructions.10 Tempo is not a
precise quality and can be affected by many mitigating factors, such as acoustics. A resonant hall
might drive a sensitive musician to perform faster sections at a slower tempo to allow for less
overlapping of sounds whereas a dry hall might encourage a faster tempo to overcome less
responsive acoustics.11 Composers of the time period used “time-words” for tempi with slightly
different understandings, such as Henry Purcell understanding largo as “faster than adagio or
grave” as opposed to Sébastien de Brossard’s largo being “very slow” and adagio as
“comfortably at your ease.”12 Bach’s own son, C. P. E. Bach, gives invaluable insight stating that
the tempo of a piece “is derived from its general mood together with the fastest notes and
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passages which it includes. Proper attention to these considerations will prevent an allegro from
being hurried and an adagio from being dragged.”13
Shaping the line can ultimately be challenging for players seeking authenticity, as there
exist very few indications of tempo, phrasing, articulation, dynamics, and other expressive
factors found in the organ music of Bach and his predecessors. In fact, the terms “crescendo” and
“diminuendo” were never used by Bach himself.14 The first step in shaping the Baroque musical
line is to sustain the flow of sound while not increasing, diminishing, or interrupting that which
is not meaningful. The second step is inflecting the flow of the musical line through nuanced
performances of phrasing, articulation, dynamics, rhythm, or other modifications to flow that
would mold it into impactful patterns.15 There exist implicit patterns in the music that are a result
of the overall style of the period, and highlighting these meta-figures is key to elevating the
listening experience for the audience.16
One way that these meta-lines can enhance the experience of hearing and understanding
the work is to highlight the harmonic motion, particularly in sections that consist of broken
chords and lack simultaneous vertical harmony. In the beginning of the work, the transcription
pulls out a meta-line from the sextuplets to be played only by a single voice at any given time.
This extra line reinforces the harmonic motion and helps draw the ear to the implied inner line.
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Figure 4. Original organ part, measure 6.

Figure 5. Transcription with metaline highlighting harmony.

A similar line can be brought forth from the pre-existing part in the Lentement section of
the work. By drawing out the first note of each sextuplet, a new part can be performed which
reinforces not only the musical line but highlights the harmonic motion. This light upon the
harmony provides a strong anchor for the listener amid a flurry of runs. As this line passes from
alto saxophones to the brass, it helps create inertia through the end of the work as the
orchestration intensifies to anchor tutti woodwinds performing the sextuplets.

Figure 6. Original part from Lentement of Fantasia in G Major, BWV 572

Figure 7. Harmonic metaline drawn from the original part in m. 186.
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Organ Articulation
Despite the popularity of Bach transcriptions for wind band, little literature has been
penned describing how the wind band should articulate to emulate the characteristic sound of
Baroque organ. Influential band conductors, such as Frederick Fennell, have championed the
ideal of the band faithfully emulating the Baroque organ, while Donald Hunsberger, who has
transcribed several of Bach’s works for band, has used concepts of organ registration in his
settings.17 Because of the mechanics of the organ's ability for infinite sustained tone, as opposed
to a wind player’s need to breathe, articulation is of the utmost importance as this sustained line
must be properly interrupted to produce a clear musical line amid the thick contrapuntal texture
found throughout Bach’s music.18
Articulation gives unique life to each note, and whole phrases can be inflected in
different ways by different patterns of articulation. Composers in the Baroque period understood
the need for different styles, such as detached and slurred notes, and it was the German music
critic and composer Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg who wrote about the “ordinary movement”
between notes. The “ordinary movement” stood apart from legato and staccato and consisted of
“lifting the finger from the last key shortly before touching the last note,” and this style of
playing was always understood but never indicated, as performers implicitly understood the
performance practice of the day.19 A modern interpretation of this concept is closer to legato than
staccato in practice, akin to the détaché technique of bowed instruments, but it still exists in the
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middle between being “joined quite smoothly nor separated very sharply.”20 As Harold Gleason
simply advises, “The basis of organ touch must be legato if articulation is to have meaning.”21

Figure 8. The recurring figure from measure 1 contains the only articulation marking originally written.

Accomplished organists create order and clarity in the musical line as well phrasing
through varying the lengths of notes and the spaces between them. The organ scholar Peter
Hurford defines the musical note on the organ in five parts: pre-consideration (silence before the
note), consonant, vowel, decay, and post-consideration (relationship with the next note). Hurford
also expounds upon the Baroque ideals of touch mentioned earlier by listing the five categories
of organ articulation from longest to shortest: legato, détaché, “mini-silence” after the note, more
silence after the note, and staccato.22 Inspired by elements of rhetoric and speech, a system also
existed during the Baroque era dividing meters into a collection of strong/weak beats and
accents, with the first note of the measure being emphasized, similar to the trochee ( / -) and
dactyl ( / - -) patterns. Performers during the Baroque era would similarly put space before the
strong beat to create clarity in the line for clear accents to be heard.23
Similar to the practice of lifting off the keys before touching the next note, slight
separation was normal style for the organ pedal. While using the toe and heel is common in
modern practice, many Baroque organs had bench heights and short pedal boards that made the
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use of heels unfeasible for many players. Bach likely learned all-toes pedaling, which would
have had implications on the rhythms and articulations used in his writing and performances.
The larger organ pipes used by the pedals often resulted in sluggish operation, requiring the
pedals to be played a little longer than the corresponding manual notes.24

Figure 9. The rhythm of the pedal in the Lentement section is most likely a result of Bach’s all-toes pedaling.

Organ Articulation to Winds
Because of the differences between organs and wind instruments, some accommodations
and translations have to occur. The default, more legato, method of organ articulation translates
to winds most closely to tongued notes without space in between them, as seen in example ten.
The strength and placement of the tongue must not impede the airstream and cause distinct gaps
of sounds. Gently articulating the start of the notes is enough separation to achieve this
ubiquitous Baroque style. The trombones are performing the pedal part, and because they are
entering from silence, they should reinforce the note slightly with an accent. Furthermore, wind
players playing the original pedal parts may interpret the agogic accents where appropriate along
with less separation between the notes to mimic the sluggish character of the Baroque organ
pedals.
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Figure 10. Normal articulation in the brass in measures 200-201.
The articulation should be understood to be closer to legato than detached.

Further accommodations should be made to not only make the articulation more
representative of Baroque organ style, but also to make the parts achievable by wind musicians.
The dexterity of the organist’s hands is not as limited as the dexterity of a wind player’s tongue.
By altering the original part (figure 11) to meet the practical needs of wind articulation (figure
12), the music becomes much more playable while retaining the character of the original
medium.

Figure 11. Measure 1 from the original organ part.
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Figure 12. Measure 1 from the transcription with articulation markings.

While this particular work does not contain many instances of staccato, the use of
extreme staccato (or shortness in general) in setting and performing the notes should be avoided,
although extremely resonant halls with long decays may require a tightened articulation.25 A
slight emphasis on strong beats and beginnings of figures may often be appropriate while
maintaining a focus on the ordinary method for organ. Ultimately, when translating organ
technique to wind articulation, the goals should be to bring clarity to the musical lines and to add
nuance to create a more informed and authentic performance.26
Orchestrational Goals in the Transcription
The nature of this transcription is inherently different from the published versions that
preceded it. As previously stated, the Goldman/Leist and Boyd transcriptions only set the middle

25

Montgomery, “Application of Baroque Organ Articulation Concepts,” 28.

26

Ibid., 29.
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Gravement section. By setting the beginning and ending sections, the very essence of the
Gravement changes by being the middle section rather than a standalone work, necessitating a
new outlook for the scope of the work. This transcription, particularly the middle section which
is the most well-known in the band world, is intentionally different from its predecessors.
The opening Très vitement section begins the work jubilantly with woodwinds and
percussion. The music repeats with the orchestration growing and incorporating more voices
from the woodwind timbres. The repeated motives transition into the second section of hocketed
dialogue that spins itself through various implied harmonies. A nimble musical line wrests itself
away from the hocketed dialogue leading into the Gravement. Rather than build to a perhaps
expected tutti orchestration like the other transcriptions, a more intimate setting occurs: a
harmonie octet.
This intimacy is indicative of this setting of the Gravement. Chamber music is the
foundation upon which this section’s orchestration is built. Rather than only treating each
instrument as an analogue to a corresponding stop, micro-ensembles within the wind band are
used as stops, akin to mutation stops on the organ. Consorts, quintets, choirs, and other chamber
ensembles are utilized to highlight the timbral possibilities of the, so to speak, primary,
secondary, and tertiary colors in the wind band. Full ensemble statements are intentionally sparse
and reserved for important harmonic or structural milestones of the work, creating almost a
yearning to hear the organ that is the band brought to bear at full power. The effect of the final
statement is made even more impactful by being the longest tutti statement of the work, creating
a climactic moment before the final section. Below is a detailed orchestration flow chart
demonstrating the organization of King transcription, along with another orchestrational intensity
graph to demonstrate the difference in the use of forces compared to the Goldman/Leist setting.
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Table 11. Orchestrational flow chart and analysis for King transcription’s Gravement.
Tonal Area: Section

Orchestration Notes

Affections and Goals:

Intro:
mm. 29-41 Harmonie octet

Something very different than the Goldman/Boyd
● This is not the beginning of the piece but
rather the beginning of the middle.
● The listener expects a big entrance after the
preceding build up.
● What if Bach was playing this as a prelude
to a service?
○ Would it be more contemplative
and chorale-like?
● What is the opposite of a giant band sound?
○ A small wind ensemble.
○ Harmonie octet is a microcosm
of the band.
○ Brass has not played, but horns
introduce the timbre.
○ Many stops on Bach’s organs
attempted to emulate horn tone.

Rehearsal WW choir grows into the first full ensemble
42
statement
mm. 42-49 -Brass and pic/eb clarinet enter at m. 45

D major is the dominant
● Audience is yearning for brass timbre, so
delay the brass entrance but build into an
impactful moment to reinforce the
harmonic relationship.

B minor

Rehearsal
50
Sax choir at m. 49
mm. 49-59 -Blends into clarinet choir at m. 55

First minor section
● Thin the instrumentation to highlight the
more pensive moment brought about by the
tonal center change.
● Sax transitions from the brighter, brassier
preceding section into the darker clarinet
timbre.

G major

Rehearsal
60
mm. 59-68 Brass quintet at m. 59

Return to G major
● Brighten the sound and highlight brass
timbres without providing a pillar moment
yet.

A minor

Rehearsal
69
mm. 68-76 Double reed ensemble at m. 68

Return to minor, but now in A minor
● Darker, reedier, with double reed overtones
as the music leads away from tonic to
another minor section

E minor

Rehearsal
77
mm. 76-87 Low brass choir with bassoons and horns

Further descending into minor
● Dark timbres meld into the low brass.
● E minor is the relative minor of G major, so
hints of the tonic key exist.
Include horns to brighten the color echoing the tonic.

Chordal
mutation

Tonally unstable section resulting in mutating
m. 87 alto sax, trumpet, horn, trombone, tuba: ensembles.
Miles Davis nonet winds
● More experimental in nature with the
m. 91 harmonie octet with flutes: Gounod's
harmony so the orchestration will follow.
Rehearsal Petite Symphonie
● Orchestration mutates, taking listeners away
88
m. 95 instrumentation from Strauss'
from comfortable pairing then pointing the
mm. 87-99 Serenade, Op. 7
way to C major.

G major

D major
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Table 11. Orchestrational flow chart and analysis for King transcription’s Gravement. (Continued)
Tonal Area: Section

C major

A minor

Orchestration Notes

Affections and Goals:

Rehearsal
99
mm. 99Tutti ensemble at the midpoint of the
105
Gravement

Exact middle of the work and return to major
● Full tutti section to not only highlight the
return to major but the plagal relationship
○ As if the church said Amen

Rehearsal
106
Flutes and double reeds at m. 105, evoking
mm. 105- flute/reed pipes combination.
118
-Low brass and horns enter at 113.

Return to A minor
● Rather than double reeds this time, listener is
refresh so flutes are added to create a
flute/reed pipe combination.
● Brass enter to foreshadow and ennoble the
minor sound.

Rehearsal
A minor
118
transitioning mm. 118into D major 131
Brass choir

G minor

Return to the dominant
● Powerful and strong
● Rather than tutti ensemble, tutti brass to give
stark contrast to preceding woodwinds

Parallel minor
● Key reminds me of Marty Haugen’s dark
Rehearsal
Mass of Creation setting
132
Clarinets and Saxes at m. 131
● Dark single reed sound with saxes providing
mm. 131- -Bassoons add in at m. 134
slight brightness ala cantor. Darken and
143
Add in tuba euphonium for a little more color
thicken with bassoons and then low brass
Tonally unstable section resulting in mutating
ensembles and colors
● WW quintet at first seems familiar.
● Double reeds and muted brass is unsettling
perhaps but rich with overtones.
● Saxes convert the blend to be more familiar.

Chordal
mutation
transitioning
into
G major

Rehearsal
143
mm. 143158

G major

Rehearsal
159
158-164
WW choir at m. 158

Tonic returns, but the journey is not over.
● Familiar, organ-like sound points toward the
end of the journey

G major

mm. 164176

Building toward the climax with expectations
becoming met by the listener

G major

Rehearsal
177
mm. 176186
Full ensemble

m. 143 WW quintet
m. 148 Double reeds with Harmon mute
(stem out) trumpets, and muted horns
m. 154 Saxes replace double reeds

Horns and low brass join WW choir at m.
171

Climax of the work
● Final statement in G major
“We declare Your glory, as with one voice we
acclaim.”
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Table 12. Orchestrational intensity throughout the King transcription.

The Lentement, like the opening section, relies on the woodwinds to do most of the
dexterous finger work. However, while the brass were tacet in the opening, they are present here
at the end of the work creating orchestral inertia. While percussion was mostly absent in the
Gravement, save for the timpani and the ending chimes notes, it returns to help create energy and
direction while the dominant is held in the baseline. Like the first movement, the musical line
wrestles itself away from frenetic, building dialogue. But it is here that the brass, rather than the
woodwinds, inherit the ascending musical line leading to the final cadence where the entire
ensemble returns in glory.
Of the entire work, the middle section will draw the most comparison with the
preexisting transcriptions. If one imagines Bach playing the work in a concert performance, it is
likely that the Gravement would probably have been performed with the expected organo pleno
(full organ) sound. But if one imagines Bach playing the work in a liturgical setting, perhaps as a
prelude before the service, Bach may have reined in the sound to not overwhelm the
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congregation. The organs of Bach’s day were smaller than many modern organs, and the overall
sound would be quite more intimate than a modern listener might expect.
The focus on chamber music is also a nod to how the world of conducting has evolved.
Dozens of conducting symposiums occur each year with repertoire focused on the chamber
works of Mozart, Beethoven, Dvořák, and Copland, among many other composers. Chamber
music has been highlighted in the larger works for wind band, such as Claude T. Smith’s brief
use of a horn quartet in Eternal Father, Strong to Save, or David Maslanka’s extensive use of
chamber ensembles in Hosannas, along with the saxophone trio in Hell’s Gate. Chamber music
is a core part of a modern conductor’s training, and its use is perfectly suited for highlighting the
immense color palette waiting to be unlocked in the wind band. By crafting a more intimate
setting of Bach’s fantasia, these tone colors can be more clearly heard and inspire thought and
creativity like an organist’s choice of registration.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Transcriptions breathe new life into older works and help both those pieces and their
composers retain relevancy as time passes. It is important to not have just one vision of what a
work written for another medium could be for the wind idiom. For instance, there are several
transcriptions of Modest Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition for wind band. While certain
versions may be viewed as iconic, each new version offers the possibility of inspiring performers
and listeners to experience both the original work and the wind band in fantastic new
possibilities.
While many transcriptions may be the reworking of older works from bygone musical
eras, transcriptions of music by living composers are being written today frequently. It is not
unusual for a well-received work for choir or orchestra to receive a wind band transcription, such
as Jennifer Higdon’s Mysterium or John Corigliano’s Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra.
While some transcriptions are created in partnership with the composer, some transcriptions are
done directly by the composer, giving musicians valuable insight into how they reimagined their
work for the wind medium.
This doctoral project started with a series of questions and an idea generated after
studying and rehearsing Goldman/Leist’s transcription. Should a band always try to “sound like
an organ?” What does that even mean? Does the band have to be so thickly scored as to sound
like an organ? Why is only the middle section scored for winds? Band technique, along with
scoring practices, has, after all, progressed significantly since 1960. Is it possible to score this
whole work? What if the piece was not only complete but smaller and more intimate?
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From these questions, I had to confront the behemoth and true wonder of the world that is
the pipe organ. I did not know much more than basic information about how a pipe organ works,
and I now marvel at the ingenuity of these craftsmen who built such a complicated machine
hundreds of years ago. Organ has a rich history of learned technique that is not notated explicitly
on the manuscript, especially during Bach’s time. I quickly discovered that not much has been
written about organ articulation as it relates to wind playing or how to effectively interpret from
a perspective of organ performance practice. For all the many transcriptions of Bach’s works to
the wind band idiom, not enough has been written and discussed in bringing these works to life
faithfully.
I hope that what is contained in this paper will serve as a launching pad for more
discussions and research into creating authentic performances of organ transcriptions.
Researching this project has changed the way I look at the scores of other transcriptions and even
how I approach Bach chorales with my ensembles. More broadly, it has made me more aware of
the need to have a deeper understanding of the original medium’s performance practice when
approaching future transcriptions, whether by my pen or under my baton.
My transcription, particularly the Gravement, is decidedly and purposefully different than
what has come before. Upon hearing the original organ work the first time, I felt a strong need
for the band transcription to be the complete work. Not only had I wanted to differentiate it from
the previous versions but I wanted to marry it with my own experiences hearing pipe organs in
churches and concert halls, my studies as a conductor, and my visceral feelings and reactions to
specific key areas and tonalities—not unlike the doctrine of affections.1 Through its mutations of

Nagley, Judith, and Bojan Bujić, "affections, doctrine of," in The Oxford Companion to Music, Oxford University
Press, accessed 2 March 2021,
https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199579037.001.0001/acref-9780199579037-e-94.
1
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various chamber ensembles and orchestrational quoting of other works and musicians, the
middle Gravement is my love letter to conducting.
With a new version of Fantasia in G Major, BWV 572 for wind band, the intent is not to
supplant the past. Rather, the genuine hope is to offer a new experience simply and humbly for
listeners. The Goldman/Leist transcription has stood the test of time because of the quality of its
craft, and hopefully this document will bring knowledge of the existence of the Boyd
transcription to many new readers, resulting in a renewed interest in performing the work.
Orchestration and scoring are living arts, changing over time, and this transcription will craft a
new experience for listeners to ponder the possibilities of tone color and imagination.
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